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What is the Paleo Data Working Group?

“Communities of practice are groups of people 
who share a concern or a passion for something 
they do and learn how to do it better as they 
interact regularly” (Wenger 1998)
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Wenger E (1998) Communities of practice: Learning as a social system. Systems Thinker 9(5): 2‑3.
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Our community relies on a diverse group of individuals



Where does Wikidata fit in?

Where we are

Isolated knowledge management

Where we want to go

Shared knowledge management



Benefits of shared knowledge management in Wikidata

Knowledge is more complete

NYBG3331, http://sweetgum.nybg.org/images3/
1232/680/00003331.jpg

USNMENT00534378, 
http://n2t.net/ark:/65665/
m324c8455b-ce37-4b1a-
96ce-b1ffb5d059ba

USNMENT01046911, 
http://n2t.net/ark:/65665/m3cc769873-
63c1-4cb7-bef1-709d1c108962



Benefits of shared knowledge management in Wikidata

Top: Screenshot from https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q19865330; 
Right: Wilmatte Porter Cockerell (1871-1957) and Theodore Dru 

Alison Cockerell (1866-1948), https://commons.wikimedia.org/
w/index.php?curid=47993279

Data are more discoverable 
to a broader audience



Benefits of shared knowledge management in Wikidata

Data are more accessible as part of 
the linked open data ecosphere

Inclusion of Wikidata ID 
in EMu



Benefits of shared knowledge management in Wikidata

Relinquishing control over 
data promotes inclusivity

https://cheez
burger.com/7

856581120/
take-a-swim-i

n-my-moat



How do we get started using Wikidata?

April 2020
Paleo Data Working Group 
begins identifying 
opportunities for shared 
data about collecting sites

March 2022
Workshop I: Using Wikidata to 
capture and share information 
about people in paleontology

October 2022
Workshop II: Using Wikidata to 
capture and share information 

about paleontological 
collecting sites

February 2021
Paleo Data Happy Hour 
focused on sharing data 

about people via Bionomia

March 2021
Paleo Data Happy 
Hour focused on 
Wikidata



Wikidata Workshop I: People



Community-created guidelines

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6977244

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6977244


Wikidata Workshop II: Collecting Sites

Sept 2014

May 2013

Photos: Lindsay WalkerGreen River “Paleoburn” site



Wikidata Workshop II: Collecting Sites

Takeaways

● Wikidata does not work for everything, including the level of paleo collecting site 
detail we originally pictured sharing.

● Wikidata is, however, a good place to share information about paleo collecting sites 
at a more general level so that we can:

○ Make data accessible to a broader audience

○ Make connections between sites and institutions

● Wikidata is also a good place to share and use stratigraphic data, which we need to 
describe paleo sites.

● Expertise from the paleo domain is necessary in order to refine how we can best 
share this data on Wikidata, and new properties may need to be created.



Next Steps

★ Continue to add data about people related to our collections to 
Wikidata.

★ Refine guidelines for using Wikidata to mobilize information about 
paleo collecting sites.

➝ Propose any necessary new properties to Wikidata.

★ Bulk import stratigraphic data (e.g. formations) into Wikidata from 
sources such as Macrostrat.

★ Determine whether a solution like Wikibase could work for managing 
the more specific level of paleo collecting site detail we originally 
pictured sharing.



Lessons learned from hosting workshops

These two workshops allowed 
us to…

● Invite additional expertise 
into our working group

● Block off time to learn new 
things

● Work synchronously and 
asynchronously

● Build community 
investment



Thank you from the Paleo Data Working Group!

Visit us at https://paleo-data.github.io

https://paleo-data.github.io/

